DAVID CICCARELLI
CEO & FOUNDER, VOICES.COM

David is an entrepreneur at heart. For the last decade, David, with the help of his team, has grown Voices.com from the ground up to become the leader in the voice over industry. As Chief Executive Officer, David is responsible for setting the vision, executing the growth strategy, creating a vibrant culture, and managing the company on a day-to-day basis. He is frequently published in outlets such as The Globe & Mail, Forbes, and The Wall Street Journal.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

- Entrepreneurship
- Startups
- Business Development
- Sales
- Systems that Scale
- Marketing
- Product Development
- Online Marketplaces
- Corporate Culture
- Hiring & Training

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

- “Scaling Startups,” Canadian Technology Accelerator, New York City
- “SMB Customer Fanatics Panel: How 3 Growth Companies are Putting Customers First,” Dreamforce
- “How One Canadian Small Business Raised $18M From Morgan Stanley Using Salesforce,” Salesforce Live
- “Growing Your Small & Medium Business,” The Age of the Customer, Salesforce Executive Event
- “London Left Behind,” The Agenda with Steve Paikin, TVO

ARTICLES

- Four Reasons You Failed To Reach Your Potential Last Year, Forbes
- Do-It-Yourself Marketing, The Wall Street Journal
- How to Prevent Discrimination [...] in Your Online Business, The Globe & Mail
- Going Global: How to Prepare to Take Over the World, Entrepreneur

VOICES.COM: USED BY THE MOST TRUSTED BRANDS

Founded in 2005, Voices.com is the largest online marketplace for voice over products and services in the world. The platform is comprised of half a million producers, voice actors, and talent agents. Headquartered in London, Canada, the company has clients and voice talent in 160 countries.